
 
Patricia D. Hastings  

From: "Patricia D. Hastings" <hastings@AESOP.RUTGERS.EDU>
To: "NJinPAS Turf, Ornamental, Greenhouse & Nursery" 

<NJINPASturfornamental@AESOP.RUTGERS.EDU>; "NJinPAS Interiors and Institutions" 
<NJinPASinteriors@AESOP.RUTGERS.EDU>; "NJinPAS Forests and Xmas Trees" 
<NJinPASforestsxmas@AESOP.RUTGERS.EDU>; "NJinPAS Field and Forage" 
<NJinPASfieldforage@AESOP.RUTGERS.EDU>

Sent: Friday, January 17, 2003 5:08 PM
Subject: Tetrachlorvinphos Interim Reregistration Eligibility Decision (IRED)
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Action: EPA has assessed the risks associated with the use of tetrachlorvinphos,  and has announced the availability 
of the Interim Reregistration Eligibility Decision (IRED) document and technical support documents for this 
organophosphate (OP) pesticide.  (See posting @ http://cascade.epa.gov/RightSite/getcontent/Tempfile.pdf?
DMW_OBJECTID=090007d4800ffee1&DMW_FORMAT=pdf).  See Table 7 of the IRED for a revised list of tolerances. 

The IRED states that current uses of tetrachlorvinphos may pose unreasonable adverse effects to human health and the 
environment, and specifically prescribes risk mitigation measures for its continued use. Worker risk mitigation measures 
for inclusion on the pesticide label are outlined.  Outdoor uses are now limited to spot treatments.  Further, EPA has 
concern over the potential for over-application of powder products by consumers. Therefore, the label now prohibits  the 
use of outdoor premise treatments by homeowners.  For feed through uses for horses, a cholinesterase inhibition 
warning on the label is now required.   

Background:  Tetrachlorvinphos is an organophosphate insecticide (commonly referred to by the trade names Rabon 
and Gardona) ; it was initially registered for use in the United States in 1966 by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. All 
registered uses of tetrachlorvinphos on food or feed plant commodities, including alfalfa,were canceled in 1987.  It is 
currently applied dermally to livestock to control flies and mites. Specifically, tetrachlorvinphos is used as a feed-through 
(oral) larvicide in cattle, hogs, goats, and horses; in cattle ear tags to control flies; in cattle feedlots; in poultry dustboxes 
to control poultry mites; and in poultry houses. Tetrachlorvinphos also is used in pet sleeping areas and pet flea collars. It 
is used to control nuisance and public health pests (flies) in and around refuse sites, recreational areas, and for general 
outdoor treatment.  

This interim tolerance reassessment review is the Agency ’s first reevaluation of tetrachlorvinphos since its reregistration 
in 1995. This IRED is EPA's formal regulatory assessment of the health and environmental data base of 
tetrachlorvinphos and presents EPA's determination regarding eligible pesticidal uses for reregistration. This is only an 
interim decision. Upon EPA's completion of its assessment of the cumulative risk posed by the organophosphates as a 
class, it will issue a final reregistration eligibility decision on pesticides containing tetrachlorvinphos. 
  
Source:  [Federal Register: December 18, 2002 (Volume 67, Number 243)][Notices][Page 77491-77492]; 
Tetrachlorvinphos RED @ http://www.epa.gov/oppsrrd1/REDs/0321red.pdf  
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